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Please reflect on what IQ means to you and leave a post-it note here 
with your thoughts:

INTRODUCTION

• Goal: to uncover how Inuit Elders and hunters understand IQ and 
thus its (potential) use in fisheries management in Nunavut

 These understandings or interpretive schemes are 
representations of the world that rest on frames, defined as 
“underlying structures of belief, perception, and apprecitation”.3

• Data: 30 semi-structured interviews with Inuit Elders and hunters 
from Naujaat, Iqaluit, Pond Inlet and Iglulik, NU

• Analysis: Interviews transcribed, coded and analyzed with ATLAS.ti
• Frames reconstructed through coding

METHODOLOGY
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• Overlapping frames;  many participants framed IQ in 2 or more ways

• No mention of IQ as a political tool within Government of Nunavut

• (Traditionally) oral history – can lost knowledge be recovered?

• Using IQ in wildlife management is both appropriation & resistance3

• Inuit human/non-human relations challenge Western views and 

should be reflected in wildlife management approaches

• Better understanding of IQ needed to effectively incorporate it in 

governance and policy

CONCLUSIONS

• Often translated as “Inuit traditional knowledge”, IQ is more than 
that, encompassing “all aspects of traditional Inuit culture including 
values, world-view, language, social organization, knowledge, life 
skills and expectations”.1

• In resource management, IQ is regularly reduced to factual ecologi-
cal knowledge complementing/corroborating scientific knowledge.2
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Four different frames emerged regarding Inuit Elders’ and hunters’ 
perspectives of IQ and its role in fisheries management.

RESULTS

Environmental knowledge

• Taught by example
• Practical skills to hunt success-

fully and survive out on the land 
(e.g. knowledge about weather, animal migrations, igloo building)

• Hunting guidelines 
(e.g. only take what you need, do not waste)

Generational divide: Elders still   
know, younger Inuit do not

Universal guiding principle

• Intergenerational
• Part of being human
• About respect

 IQ can provide space for 
intercultural dialogue


